
Ted Talks - Carole Cadwalladr: Facebook's role in Brexit - and the threat to democracy - Task 

1 be fed up  M A (of an official group of people) to give approval to something, especially by voting to make it law = a rule, usually made by a government 

2 be baffled    O B a journalist at a magazine, newspaper, or online publication who is responsible for researching and writing feature stories, such as the cover 

story or a long-form article 

3 news feed       H C a large, open container for moving things in with a wheel at the fron and two handles at the back, used especially in the garden 

4 wheelbarrow       C D a place where things of a particular type are stored 

5 pass laws A E a process of becoming a part, or making someone become a part, of a group, country, society, etc. 

6 be black boxes U F a strong current that flows under water away from a beach at the same time as waves on the surface move toward the beach 

7 launder money AA G a very small, thin piece of something 

8 rule Z H a web page or screen that updates (= changes) often to show the latest news or information 

9 unleash a fire hose CC I accuse officially of a crime 

10 tiny sliver G J all the people who are allowed to vote 

11 persuadable P K an area in Northern California, the USA, that serves as a global centre for high technology and innovation 

12 electoral fraud S L an organization that publishes on the internet information from secret documents, emails, and recordings from governments, companies, 

political parties, etc. 

13 sth hinges upon sth else V M be bored, annoyed, disappointed 

14 electorate J N be caused to feel a bad emotion 

15 covert T O be completely unable to understand or explain something 

16 indict I P capable of being persuaded 

17 WikiLeaks L Q closely connected 

18 dump D R closely in a personal way 

19 benefit sb X S electoral = relating to an election; fraud = something that is not what it appears to be and is deliberately used to deceive people, especially 

to get money 

20 intimately R T hidden or secret 

21 entwined Q U systems or processes that use information to produce a particular set of results, but that works in a way that is secret or difficult to 

understand 

22 assimilation E V the first thing depends on the second thing or is very influenced by it 

23 be sown N W the weakest or most unpleasant part of something 

24 undertow F X to be helped by someone, to help someone 

25 underbelly W Y to collect large quantities of information, especially automatically 

26 harvest Y Z to decide officially 

27 a feature writer B AA to move money that has been obtained illegally through banks and other businesses to make it seem to have been obtained legally 

28 bankroll BB BB to support a person or activity financially 

29 Silicon Valley K CC unleash = to suddenly release a viloent force that cannot be controlled; fire hose = a strong, heavy stream of something 

 


